TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Yes, even the Mississippi can be domesticated and accosted as
an everyday friend helpfiil to sad negroes, like the Swanee River
and the other rivers of their homesick spirit, till spirit leads us to
Spiritual, and carries us away to Jordan . , . and so away from the
little Windrush and all the brooks and streams and Scottish burns
that burble past our own home windows, that run at the foot of
the lawn at the end of the garden, tinkling and murmuring;
tumbling over rocks, over horseshoe weirs, narrowing to deep
waterfalls. Yet always in any land and continent the shining
curve of a river, reduced to a scale of friendship and homeli-
ness, can be a symbol of that River "in the midst of the street"...
not hard and brilliant as jasper and gold and glass and every one of
the twelve gates a pearl, but "a pure river of water of life, clear as
crystal'*—lovely reassurance of Heaven by a symbol of what we
have already learnt to know and do not fear.
CHAPTER IX
UNSOLICITED GIFT
TTTTHEN Christian crossed the river at the end of his Pilg ........ ,0_,
VV we are told that all the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side. Impossible to read that phrase and not instantly hear
the music that the trumpets were playing; not music in a vague
general sense, but music which is die symbol of Life.
As far as I am concerned, they can only be sounding PurcelTs
Trumpet Voluntary.
Nor is this the moment to argue whether the composer of that
voluntary was indeed Purcell; recent investigations have assigned
it to Jeremiah Clark. Without argument, still let me go on calling
him Purcell, for by that beautiful name, with its cadence so purely
English, I first heard of it; Clark has a too industrious note, and
Jeremiah an undertug of woe.
By thesameingenuous ignorance by which I convulsed my friends,
when I was already in my thirties, by an enthusiastic discovery (on
a tour abroad) ot a "painter called Breughel", I discovered a
"musician called PurcelT* when I was fifty. Which seems a little
late.
It ms literally a revelation from the Book of Revelations when
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